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It is known that when hyperopic or myopic defocus is imposed on chick eyes by spectacle l nses, they 
rapidly compensate, becoming myopic or hyperopic respectively, by altering the depth of their vitreous 
chamber. Changes in two components---ocular length and choroidal thickness--underlie this rapid 
compensation. With monocular lens treatment, hyperopic defocns imposed by negative lenses resulted 
in substantially increased ocular elongation and a slight thinning of the choroid, both changes resulting 
in myopia; myopic defocns imposed by positive lenses resulted adramatic increase in choroidal thickness, 
which pushed the retina forward toward the image plane, and a slight decrease inocular elongation, both 
changes resulting in hyperopia. The refractive rror after 5 days of lens wear correlated well with vitreous 
chamber depth, which reflected the changes in both choroidal thickness and ocular length. The degree 
of compensation for lenses was not affected by whether the fellow eye was covered or open. Both 
form-deprivation myopia and lens-induced myopia declined with age in parallel, but wearing a -- 15 D 
lens produced more myopia than did form deprivation. The spectacle nses affected the refractive rror 
not only of the lens-wearing eye, but also, to a much lesser degree, of the untreated fellow eye. At lens 
removal refractive rrors were opposite in sign to the lenses worn, and the subsequent changes in 
choroidal thickness and ocular length were also opposite to those that occurred when the lenses were in 
place. In this situation as well, effects of the spectacle nses on the fellow eyes were observed. Eyes with 
no functional afferent connection to the brain because of either prior optic nerve section or intraocular 
tetrodotoxin i jections howed compensatory changes to imposed efocus, but these were limited to 
compensation for imposed myopic defocus, at least for the eyes with optic nerve section. In addition, 
optic nerve section, but not tetrodotoxin treatment, moved the set-point of the visual compensatory 
mechanism toward hyperopia. Optic nerve section prevents myopia in response to negative lenses but 
not to diffusers, suggesting that compensation for hyperopia requires the central nervous ystem. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Two types of evidence argue persuasively that the 
refractive status of the eye is actively adjusted during 
growth on the basis of visual experience. The more 
dramatic evidence comes from the decidedly unphysio- 
logical manipulation of depriving an eye of all form 
vision; this results in a rapid increase in ocular elongation 
and severe myopia in chicks (Wallman, Turkel & 
Trachtman, 1978; Hodos & Kuenzel, 1984; Wallman & 
Adams, 1987; Sivak, Barrie, Callender, Doughty, Seltner 
& West, 1990), and similar but less rapid changes in 
monkeys (Wiesel & Raviola, 1977; Tigges, Tigges, 
Fernandes, Eggers & Gammon, 1990), marmosets (Troilo 
& Judge, 1993) tree shrews (Marsh-Tootle & Norton, 
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1989; McBrien & Norton, 1992), kestrels (Andison, Sivak 
& Bird, 1992), guinea pigs (Lodge, Peto & McFadden, 
1994), squirrels (McBrien, Moghaddam & Reeder, 1993) 
and rabbits (Vo, Coleman, Iwamoto, Silverman & 
Rondeau, 1987; Beuerman & Chew, 1993). The more 
provocative vidence, arguing that ocular refraction is 
regulated by a feedback mechanism, comes from the 
imposition of myopic or hyperopic defocus on otherwise 
normal eyes of chicks by the wearing of spectacle l nses. 
Chicks rapidly compensate for the lenses (Schaeffel, 
Glasser & Howland, 1988; Irving, Sivak & Callender, 
1992), becoming functionally emmetropic by making the 
vitreous chamber relatively longer in the eyes with 
hyperopia imposed and relatively shorter in those with 
myopia imposed. These results argue that the growth 
regulatory mechanisms can distinguish the sign of the 
imposed efocus. This sign-decoding seems not to require 
the accommodation system in that lesion of the 
Edinger-Westphal nucleus--the premotor accommo- 
dation nucleus--does not prevent this compensation 
(Schaeffel, Troilo, Wallman & Howland, 1990). In this 
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paper we ask, first, whether the retina alone can direct 
this compensation, if it is disconnected from the brain 
either by optic nerve section or by blockage of action 
potentials in the optic nerve by intraocular tetrodotoxin 
injection. 
A parallel can be drawn between the response to 
positive lenses and the recovery that occurs after 
form-deprivation is terminated; in both cases, the eye 
experiences the image plane as being in front of the retina, 
i.e. myopic defocus, and compensates byslowing vitreous 
chamber elongation (Wallman & Adams, 1987; Norton, 
1990; Sivak et al., 1990). Because the cornea and lens 
continue to grow normally, the focal length of the eye 
continues to increase, causing refractions to move in the 
hyperopic direction. We have recently identified a 
choroidal mechanism that also contributes to the early 
phase of compensation for myopic defocus, whether 
produced by prior form-deprivation or by wearing 
positive lenses: choroidal thickness rapidly increases 
several-fold, thereby reducing vitreous chamber depth 
(Wallman, Wildsoet, Xu, Gottlieb, Nickla, Marran, 
Krebs & Christensen, 1995). This mechanism comp- 
lements another slower recovery mechanism involving 
reduced ocular elongation and scleral growth (Rada, 
McFarland, Cornuet & Hassell, 1992). It is not clear 
whether the same mechanisms are responsible both for the 
compensation for myopia imposed by spectacle lenses 
and for the recovery from form-deprivation myopia. Like 
the increased ocular elongation that underlies form- 
deprivation myopia itself, the decreased elongation that 
contributes to recovery from it still occurs after optic 
nerve section, although in this case refractions tend to 
overshoot emmetropia and become hyperopic (Troilo & 
Wallman, 1991). In this paper we ask whether either the 
choroidal or scleral component ofthe response to myopic 
defocus imposed by spectacle nses is impaired by either 
optic nerve section or tetradotoxin treatment. 
A parallel also exists between the response to negative 
lenses and that to form deprivation in that both 
treatments induce ocular elongation and myopia. It is 
unclear whether these two stimulus conditions activate 
the same or different growth-control mechanisms. Recent 
evidence that intravitreal injection of 6-hydroxydopa- 
mine prevents form-deprivation myopia but not 
lens-induced myopia argues that two different mechan- 
isms are involved (Schaeffel, Hagel, Bartmann & Kohler, 
1994b). On the other hand, treatment with either atropine 
(Wildsoet, McBrien & Clark, 1994) or reserpine 
(Schaeffel, Bartmann & Zrenner, 1994a) reduces myopia 
induced by both lenses and form deprivation. Because 
form-deprivation myopia is not prevented by optic nerve 
section (Troilo, Gottlieb & Wallman, 1987; Wildsoet & 
Pettigrew, 1988), we ask whether this is also the case with 
the myopia induced by wearing negative lenses, as this 
would imply that local ocular mechanisms mediate both 
responses. Furthermore, because form-deprivation 
myopia declines in susceptibility with age (Wallman 
& Adams, 1987), in this paper we compare the 
age dependence of lens-induced myopia to that of form- 
deprivation myopia. 
The two principal previous tudies on compensation 
for spectacle l ns wear in chicks are similar in finding ood 
compensation for both signs of defocus. They differ, 
however, in several respects: Irving et al. (1992) used 
lenses on one eye, allowing the chicks to use their 
uncovered eye for normal vision, and found almost 
complete compensation for lenses from -10 to + 15 D. 
In contrast, Schaeffel et al. (1988), using lenses of opposite 
sign on each eye, found asymmetric responses, with 
compensation approximately proportional to the tens 
power worn for imposed myopic defocus (+ 2 and + 4 D 
lenses), but weaker compensation for imposed hyperopic 
defocus, and no more myopia resulting from - 8 D lenses 
than from -4  D lenses. A consequence of putting lenses 
over both eyes is that the chicks cannot avoid looking 
through the lenses, requiring them to adjust their 
accommodation to optimize retinal image quality and so 
minimize blur. By measuring the refractive status of 
unrestrained chicks wearing the lenses, Schaeffel et al. 
(1988) found that accommodation generally compensates 
for the lenses worn, even for positive ones, so that the 
eyes usually are functionally emmetropic while wearing 
the lenses [chicks have approx. 4D of negative 
accommodation (Troilo, Lin & Howland, 1993)]. On the 
other hand, Irving et al. (1992) reported that when only 
one eye wears a lens, that eye accommodates only 
intermittently, if at all, and therefore presumably 
experiences much more blur. Because these two studies 
also differed in other attributes, e.g. age, field of view 
through the spectacle l nses, and duration of treatment, 
we explicitly compared compensation for monocular lens 
wear when the other eye was either untreated or covered 
by a diffuser. 
In summary, the experiments presented here address 
four principal questions. (i) What are the relative contri- 
butions of the choroid and sclera to the compensation for 
refractive rrors imposed by lenses? (ii) What is the effect 
on compensation for hyperopic or myopic defocus of 
disconnecting the retina from the brain by means of either 
optic nerve section or tetrodotoxin treatment? Are the 
choroidal or scleral components ofthese responses affec- 
ted? (iii) Is there a parallel decline with age in the magni- 
tude of myopia induced by form deprivation and negative 
lenses? (iv) What effect does forced vision through the 
lenses have on the emmetropization response? 
METHODS 
Animals 
White Leghorn chickens (Gallus gallus domesticus, 
obtained from Truslow Farms, Chestertown, Md, either 
as day-old chicks or as fertilized eggs) were reared under 
fluorescent lighting (14 hr on, 10 hr off) in cages with 
raised floors to minimize dust on the lenses. For the same 
reason their food was sieved. 
Lenses 
We had lenses made from PMMA material with a back 
optic radius of 7 mm and an optic zone diameter of 10 mm 
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in powers of 0, +6 and _15 D. Lenses were glued 
between rigid plastic rings and Velcro support rings and 
were then attached to mating Velcro rings glued to the 
feathers around the eyes, giving a field of view of approx. 
70-90 deg. Lenses were cleaned every 3-4 hr during the 
14 hr that the lights were on. Unless otherwise indicated, 
each chick was fitted with a lens over one eye, and the 
other eye was left uncovered. 
Measuremen Is 
For ultrasound biometry and measurements of 
refractive rror, cycloplegia was obtained with vecuro- 
nium bromide (1 mg/ml, Organon, in 0.85% saline with 
0.026% benzalkonium chloride) in chicks anaesthetized 
with either a mixture of chloral hydrate and sodium 
pentobarbital (0.3 g/ml, 65 mg/ml respectively) or, in 
cases of repeated measurements on the same chicks, 
halothane (Halocarbon Laboratories; 2% for induction, 
0.5-1% for maintenance). Refractive rror was measured 
using a modified Hartinger efractometer; data were not 
corrected for the artefact of retinoscopy. A-scan 
ultrasonography using a 7 MHz transducer, sampled at 
20 MHz, was used to measure internal axial dimensions, 
i.e. anterior chamber depth, lens thickness, vitreous 
chamber depth, and the thickness of "ret ina+ choroid". 
[A sample ultrasound trace can be found in Fig. l(e) of 
Wallman et al. (1995).] The latter measurement was used 
as an index of the contribution of the choroid to the 
compensatory esponse because we know that the retinal 
thickness, as measured with the ultrasound transducer 
aligned with the optic axis, is very stable at 260/~m 
(SD= 15/~m). As a measure of ocular length, vitreous 
chamber depth and retina+choroid thickness were 
summed to obtain a "lens-to-sclera" distance; this was 
used in preference to total axial length because we wished 
to separate the effects of elongation of the posterior globe 
from changes in anterior chamber and lens. In the 
tetrodotoxin (TTX) experiments, carried out later than 
the other experiments, we used an improved method of 
ultrasound biometry, which permitted separate measure- 
ments of retinal and choroidal thicknesses. In this case, 
the output of a 30 MHz polymer transducer (Panametrics 
Model 176599) was sampled at 100 MHz (Sonix 8100 a/d 
board). A sample trace is shown in Fig. 1. 
Statistics 
Unless otherwise stated, data presented in the text are 
means_+ SD. For refractions, we generally use medians 
and non-parametric statistical tests to minimize the 
influence of extreme outliers. For comparisons across 
groups we used Analysis of Variance; for comparisons 
between the experimental nd fellow eyes we used paired 
t-tests; for other comparisons we used unpaired t-tests; 
degrees of freedom are shown as subscripts. 
Protocols 
Experiment 1: response to and recovery .from lens- 
induceddefocus. Chickens wore lenses (- 15, - 6, + 6 and 
+ 15 D; n=6 or 7 at each lens power) over one eye from 
day 3 to day 8 of age (the day that the chicks arrived or 
were removed from the hatcher was called day 0); 
measurements were made both immediately after lens 
removal and also every few days over a subsequent 
"recovery period" extending to day 19 in the case of eyes 
fitted with + 15 and - 15 D lenses. 
Experiment 2: Jbrced vision through dejocusing lenses. 
To assess whether the refractive consequences of wearing 
a lens was influenced by forcing the chick to use the 
lens-wearing eye, we compared chicks wearing either a 
-15 ,  -6  or +6 D lens on one eye and a translucent 
diffuser on the other eye (n=~7)  with the chicks 
described above that had one lens-treated eye and one 
untreated eye. We presume, based on preliminary 
observations, that if the fellow eye is covered, the 
lens-wearing eye adjusts accommodation to keep the 
image clear. We also presume, based on the suggestion of 
Irving et al. (1992), that if the fellow eye is untreated, this 
eye is primarily used, and the lens-wearing eye sees 
blurred images. Chicks were treated from day 3 for 5 days. 
To assess whether the compensation for lenses was more 
effective at some ages than at others, we compared the 
effects of - 15 D lenses worn for 5 days beginning at day 
3 ,8or  14. 
Experiment 3: optic nerve section and lens-induced 
defocus. The contribution of local retinal mechanisms to 
compensation for spectacle lenses was explored using 
optic nerve section to eliminate any central visual 
influence. Unilateral optic nerve section was performed 
within a day of hatching; under halothane anaesthesia the 
VR 359--( 
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FIGURE 1. Sample traces of ultrasound biometry used in TTX experiments, showing how retinal and choroidal echoes can be 
clearly distinguished. The part of the trace representing the posterior eye wall is shown expanded in the right panel. 
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TABLE 1. Principal ocular features characterizing the compensatory responses toimposed hyperopic 
defocus (negative lenses) and myopic defocus (positive lenses) 
Direction of compensatory esponses 
Contributions to vitreous 
chamber depth 
Defocus Position of Refractive Vitreous Ocular Choroidal 
imposed image plane error chamber length thickness 
Hyperopia Behind retina Myopia Increase Increase Decrease 
(-6, -15D) (-6, -15D) 
Myopia In front of retina Hyperopia Decrease Decrease Increase 
(+6, +I5D) (+6, +15D) 
optic nerve was accessed through atemporal incision and 
was isolated from adjacent blood vessels and nerves 
before cutting. Lenses ( -  15, - 6, 0, + 6 and + 15 D) were 
fitted over the nerve-sectioned eye at day 3. Lenses were 
removed either on day 8 (n = 8-13 for each lens power) or 
on day 14 (n=4-5 at each lens power) and the eyes 
measured. Those that wore piano, + 15 or - 15 D lenses 
until 8 days of age were also followed during a recovery 
period of 11 days after lens removal. 
An additional group of chicks (n = 8) wore a piano (i.e. 
0 D) lens over the lesioned eye and a -6  D lens over the 
normal eye. 
Experiment 4: intravitreal TTX and lens-induced 
defocus. As an alternative method of disconnecting the 
retina from the brain, we injected 0.8/~g TTX (in 8/~1 
citrate buffer) intravitreally every other day from 
hatching until 8 days of age. Lenses of -15 D (n = 6), 
piano (n = 7) and + 15 D (n = 5) were fitted at day 3 and 
measurements were made after 5 days of lens wear. In an 
initial pilot study, it was found that the duration of the 
blockade of the pupillary response by this dose of TTX 
was approx. 3 days; the pupillary response to light was 
used as an index of the effectiveness of the treatment 
regimen in blocking optic nerve transmission. Pupillary 
responses had not returned by the time of the next 
injection in any individual bird. 
RESULTS 
To assist he reader in keeping track of the features that 
characterize the compensatory responses for the myopic 
and hyperopic defocus imposed, we present Table 1. For 
the present purposes, assume that the eye is anatomically 
emmetropic atthe start of the experiment, i.e. the physical 
length of the eye is matched to the focal length of its 
optics. Because of the clinical convention that the degree 
of myopia or hyperopia isexpressed as the power of the 
lens necessary to correct he defocus, the refraction that 
exactly compensates for an imposed efocus has the same 
signed value as the defocus initially imposed. For 
example, if we impose hyperopia with a - 15 D spectacle 
lens, causing the image plane to be displaced behind the 
retina, to compensate the eye must become -15 D 
myopic, which could be achieved by vitreous chamber 
elongation. Because the vitreous chamber isbounded (in 
ultrasound biometry) by the lens and the retina, and 
because the choroid lies between the retina and sclera, the 
vitreous chamber depth is equal to the lens-to-sclera 
distance minus the thickness of the "retina + choroid". As 
a result, the required vitreous chamber elongation could 
be achieved either by elongating the eye or by thinning the 
choroid, thereby displacing the retina further back 
toward the sclera. Conversely, if we displace the image 
plane in front of the retina by imposing myopic defocus 
with a positive lens, the eye could compensate byreducing 
the depth of its vitreous chamber (relative to its focal 
length, which is steadily increasing inthese growing eyes). 
This could be accomplished by the eye either ceasing to 
elongate or expanding its choroid to push the retina 
forward toward the image plane, the net result being that 
the eye becomes hyperopic. 
Experiment 1: response to and recovery from lens-induced 
defocus 
We, like Irving et al. (1992), found excellent 
compensation for the refractive rror imposed by the 
spectacle lenses (Fig. 2). This compensation was 
essentially complete in the case of the myopia imposed by 
the positive lenses (median refractive rrors: + 6.7 D of 
hyperopia for the +6 D lenses; + 16.3 D for the + 15 D 
lenses), and was substantial, although incomplete, in the 
case of the hyperopia imposed by the negative lenses 
(median refractive rrors: -4.8 D of myopia for the 
-6  D lenses; -8.6 D for the - 15 D lenses; i.e. 82% and 
54% compensation respectively). The correlation be- 
tween the imposed refractive rror and the resulting 
ocular refractions was -0.99 (P<0.01). The work of 
Irving et al. (1992) demonstrates that had we allowed the 
lenses to be worn for longer than 5 days, the compensation 
for negative and positive lenses would probably have been 
more symmetric. 
Eyes can compensate for imposed defocus either by 
changing their focal length (through changes in the 
corneal or lenticular curvature) or by changing the 
position of the retina with respect to the optical elements. 
In this experiment, the latter change took place; Fig. 3 
shows that the vitreous chamber length is highly 
correlated with the refractive rror imposed by the lenses 
(r=0.98, P<0.01). We find that there are two 
components responsible for the change in vitreous 
chamber length: changes in ocular length and changes in 
choroidal thickness. The positive and negative spectacle 
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F IGURE 2. Effects of imposed hyperopic defocus ( -6  and -15  D 
spectacle lenses) and of imposed myopic defocus (+6 and + 15 D 
spectacle lenses) on refractive rror (A) and vitreous chamber depth (B) 
of chick eyes at day 8. The open bars represent data from the untreated 
fellow eyes of  the same chicks. Means + SEM plotted. 
lenses cause opposite changes in each of these 
components. 
Ocular length. Changes in ocular length--measured 
here as the lens-to-sclera distance---comprise a ignificant 
component of the compensation for the defocus imposed 
by spectacle l nses (ANOVA F4,J9 = 10.9, P<0.05). Eyes 
with hyperopia imposed by negative lenses became 
significantly elongated (and myopic) relative to their 
fellow eyes in proportion to the degree of imposed 
hyperopia (Fig. 4; 2.7% larger with -- 6 D lenses, t. = 3.2, 
P<0.01; 4.4% larger with -15D lenses, h5=5.6, 
P<0.0001); conversely, those with myopia imposed 
were shorter (and more hyperopic) than their fellow 
eyes; this difference is significant when data from 
both positive lens power groups are pooled (Fig. 4; 
tl~ = 2.49, P < 0.05), but is not proportional to the degree 
of imposed myopia. The weaker response to imposed 
myopic defocus is not surprising, because ven if the 
Vitreous chamber depth (mm) 
F IGURE 3. Relationship between refractive rror and vitreous chamber 
depth in eyes wearing spectacle lenses of powers from + 15 to - 15 D, 
as shown. Although the best fit to these points is a curvilinear one, the 
linear correlation is quite good (r = 0.98). Means_+ SEM plotted. 
lens-wearing eyes stopped elongating entirely, the 5-day 
period of lens wear only allows for limited growth of the 
fellow eyes. 
Choroidal thickness. Eyes with myopia imposed by 
positive lenses developed dramatically thickened 
choroids--estimated here as the thickness of ret- 
ina + choroid--which push the retina forward toward the 
plane where the images are in focus (Fig. 4). With the 
+ 15 D lenses, the choroid became 2.6 times as thick as 
in the fellow eye (assuming that the retinal thickness 
remains constant at 260~m), a significant difference 
(t5=4.23, P<0.01). In contrast, eyes with hyperopia 
imposed by negative lenses developed slightly thinner 
than normal choroids, which are significantly different 
from those of the fellow eyes when data for both negative 
lens powers were pooled (t]3 = - -2 .17 ,  P= 0.05). Overall 
the choroidal thickness i significantly dependent on lens 
power (ANOVA F4.]9=10.1, P<0.05) and is highly 
correlated with it (r=0.97, P<0.05). That the choroid 
thickened to a greater degree with imposed myopic 
defocus than it thinned with imposed hyperopic defocus 
may indicate that there is a limit to how thin the choroid 
can become. This asymmetry complements the asymme- 
try in the changes in ocular length, which increased more 
for the imposed hyperopic defocus than i t  decreased for 
the imposed myopic defocus. 
The contribution of the choroid to refractive 
compensation for the lenses is also reflected in high 
correlation between choroidal thickness and resulting 
refractive rror (r=0.99, P<0.01). If we estimate the 
amount of refractive rror attributable to the change in 
choroidal thickness, following the methods of Troilo and 
Wallman (1991) and Wallman et al. (1995),* these 
- changes account for approx. 50-60% of the refractive 
*In brief, we compute the opticalpower that reconciles the axiallength changes induced by the positive lenses (7.2 D of the 
with the observed refraction of the lens-wearing eye; then we adjust 
the axial length for the interocular difference in choroidal thickness -4- 15.1 D mean refractive rror observed with the + 15 D 
and compute the difference in refractive rror corresponding to this lenses), although they contribute less to the refractive 
difference in axial ength, changes induced by the negative lenses, e.g. 30% in the 
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case of the - 15 D lens treatment ( - 2.3 D of the -8.2 D 
mean refractive rror). 
Recovery from lens wear. Because of the considerable 
compensation that had occurred in response to the lenses, 
eyes that had previously worn negative lenses found 
themselves myopic after the lenses were removed and eyes 
that had previously worn positive lenses found themselves 
hyperopic. To assess their ability to compensate for these 
induced refractive rrors, eyes were monitored after the 
removal of the lenses from day 8 until day 19. As during 
lens wear, the refractive rrors rapidly disappeared; after 
only 4 days, there was little difference among eyes 
previously treated with different lenses and also between 
treated and control eyes [Fig. 5(A)]. Specifically, if we 
subtract, for each eye, the refraction at day 8 from that 
at day 12, we find that eyes myopic from having 
compensated for negative lenses moved a mean of 
1.6 __+ 0.7 D/day in the hyperopic direction, whereas those 
hyperopic from having compensated for positive lenses 
moved 3.8+0.9D/day in the myopic direction; this 
difference in the change in refraction between the two 
groups is highly significant ( 15 = 13, P< 0.0001). 
This "re-emmetropization" process clearly involved 
the choroid [Fig. 5(B)]. Eyes initially myopic after 
removal of negative lenses had thinner than normal 
choroids, which subsequently expanded at an average rate 
of 53__+ 36/zm/day to become thicker than normal by 
day 12. On the other hand, eyes initially hyperopic after 
removal of positive lenses had expanded choroids, which 
thinned at a mean rate of 83 _ 46/zm/day. Both of these 
rates of change in choroidal thickness are significantly 
different from the fellow eyes which had stable choroidal 
thicknesses (positive lens group, t7=4.2, P=0.004; 
negative l ns group, 1'14 = 4.2, P= 0.001). In all lens-wear- 
ing groups, the choroids later returned to their normal 
dimensions when the ocular lengths were again 
appropriate for their age, at day 19. 
Vitreous chamber depth and lens-to-sclera distance of 
treated eyes also normalized over this recovery period. 
Specifically, in the first 4 days after the lens removal, the 
eyes that were shorter than normal, having previously 
compensated for myopic defocus imposed by positive 
lenses, showed an increased rate of ocular elongation 
(105+ 38/am/day), whereas eyes that were longer than 
normal, having previously compensated for hyperopic 
defocus imposed by negative lenses, slowed their rate of 
elongation (18 ___ 35 /zm/day) relative to fellow eyes 
(40 _ 47 pm/day). The difference in growth rate between 
the eyes previously wearing positive and those previously 
wearing negative l nses was statistically highly significant 
(t~2 = 4.8, P < 0.0001), as was the difference between eyes 
previously wearing positive lenses compared to all 
untreated eyes (i.e. combining the fellow eyes from all 
groups)  (/14 = 3.5; P<0.001), but not for those previously 
wearing negative lenses (/'23 = 1.4; P > 0.05). 
Interestingly, eyes were able to re-emmetropize from up 
to + 15 D of induced hyperopia within 4 days after lens 
removal; this represents faster compensation at day 8 than 
that observed to the same degree of hyperopia imposed 
by negative lenses at day 3. We presume that this is 
because the "recovering eyes" initially had expanded 
choroids which increased the range of compensation 
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achievable by choroidal thinning. In contrast, the eyes of 
the younger chicks wearing negative lenses had choroids 
that were initially normal in thickness and thus could only 
compensate for substantial hyperopia by increased ocular 
elongation, a slower process. 
Effects on fellow eyes. To our surprise we found that the 
untreated fellow eyes also had their refractions affected in 
the same direction as the lens-wearing eyes, but to a much 
smaller degree. For the fellow eyes of chicks wearing 
negative lenses, the median refractive rror at day 8 was 
- 1 D (mean, - -0 .4+ 1.8 D), whereas for the fellow eyes 
of birds wearing positive lenses it was + 1.5 D (mean, 
+ 1.5 +2.6 D), a significant difference (Mann-Whitney, 
W= 128, P = 0.02, one-tailed). 
Furthermore, when the lenses were removed the growth 
rates of the fellow eyes were also affected and showed 
similar trends to their lens-wearing partners, e.g. over the 
first 4 days of recovery, the fellow eyes of the positive 
lens-treated eyes elongated more rapidly (76+53 
/~m/day) than those of the negative lens-treated eyes 
(19 + 22/tm/day). This difference was statistically signifi- 
cant (t7=2.4, P=0.01,  one-tailed). This effect on the 
untreated fellow eyes was mirrored in a small change (not 
statistically significant) in refractive rror over the same 
period. The median refraction of the fellow eyes of those 
wearing negative lenses moved 0.9 D in the hyperopic 
direction, whereas the median refraction of the fellow eyes 
to those wearing positive lenses moved 2.2 D in the 
myopic direction• 
Experiment 2:forced vision through deJbcusing lenses 
Chicks wearing a - 15, - 6 or + 6 D lens over one eye 
and a diffuser over the other eye were forced to use the 
lens-treated eye for vision. These chicks were initially less 
active, especially in the case of the - 15 D lenses, although 
they resumed normal feeding behaviour (pecking) within 
a day. The youngest group of chicks (fitted at day 3) 
adapted more slowly than the two older groups (fitted at 
days 8 and 14 respectively). Our informal behavioural 
observations suggest that the chickens were able to obtain 
clear focus at near distances, implying that they were able 
to accommodate appropriately to compensate for the 
negative lenses. This was confirmed in preliminary 
observations using infra-red video-retinoscopy. 
The presence of a diffuser over the fellow eye appeared 
to have little effect on the degree of compensation for the 
lenses (Fig. 6). For chicks treated from day 3, the - 15 D 
lenses produced similar amounts of myopia whether the 
fellow eyes were covered or uncovered (median refractive 
errors: - 11.3 D vs - 8.6 D respectively), as did the - 6 D 
lenses ( -  1.9 D vs -4 .8  D), and the +6 D lenses resulted 
in a similar degree of hyperopia [+7.3 D vs +6.7 D; 
Fig. 6(A)]. The fellow diffuser-covered yes had a median 
refractive rror of -7 .3  D (across all groups), thus being 
more myopic than eyes with - 6 D lenses but less myopic 
than eyes with - 15 D lenses. We saw no difference in the 
refractions of diffuser-covered yes related to the power 
of the spectacle lens on the fellow eyes. Whether or not 
the fellow eye was covered by a diffuser, the lens-wearing 
eyes showed monotonic relationships between lens power 
and both choroidal thickness and ocular length 
[Fig. 6(B, C)]. Curiously, when the fellow eyes were left 
uncovered, the choroids of the lens-wearing eyes were 
slightly thicker (mean of 69/~m thicker) at all three lens 
powers, although this effect was not statistically 
significant. 
To assess whether the myopia induced by imposing 
hyperopic defocus and that induced by form deprivation 
had similar age dependencies, we compared chicks fitted 
with a - 15 D lens over one eye and a diffuser over the 
other beginning at three ages, 5, 8 and 14 days. We found 
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that  the degree of myopia declined with age, with 
approximately parallel declines in the eyes wearing 
negative lenses and those wearing diffusers (Fig. 7). 
4-  
0 -  
Experiment 3:optic nerve section and lens-&duced efocus 
After optic nerve section (ONS), chick eyes still showed 
differential refractive responses that depended on the sign *~ 
® 
and power of the lenses (Fig. 8; ANOVA F4,49 -~ 16 .65 ,  .~ -8 
P<0.001), demonstrating that compensation did not 
require the afferent central visual pathways. However, the 
compensation differed from that seen in eyes with intact ¢ -12 
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difference in mean refractive rror between eyes wearing 
+ 15 and - 15 D lenses was 23 D after 5 days, in the ONS 
eyes this difference was approximately half as great (12 D 
after 5 days and 15 D after 12 days, Table 2). Incidentally, 
in contrast o intact eyes, the power of the lens worn by 
the ONS eyes did not affect the refractive rror of their 
untreated fellow eyes. 
The difference between ONS and intact lens-treated 
eyes largely reflects an impaired response to hyperopic 
defocus. For example, the ONS eyes with hyperopia 
imposed by - 15 D lenses were approx. 10 D less myopic 
than intact eyes; in fact these yes exhibited low hyperopia 
(median refractive errors, +2.1 D vs -8 .6  D for the 
intact eyes). Also, the similarity of results recorded after 
12 days of lens wear to those obtained after 5 days of lens 
wear (Table 2) rules out a slower response in ONS eyes 
as the primary cause of the incomplete compensation. 
In contrast, the response to myopic defocus was little 
affected by ONS. Here for example, the + 15 D lenses 
produced refractive rror medians of + 16.3 D in the eyes 
with intact optic nerves and + 16.1 D in the ONS eyes 
after 5 days of lens wear. Relative to the untreated fellow 
eyes, ONS eyes wearing +6 and + 15 D lenses were 
proportionately more hyperopic, and had proportion- 
ately thicker choroids and shorter eyes; this is similar to 
the response profiles of intact eyes to the same lenses. 
One explanation for the normal compensation for 
myopic defocus may be that the choroidal response to 
myopic defocus appears normal, despite optic nerve 
section. Specifically, across all lens groups the choroidal 
thickness is significantly dependent on lens power 
(ANOVA F4,50 = 11.11, P < 0.001). The choroids of ONS 
eyes with myopic defocus imposed (+ 15 D lenses) 
were on average 0.3 mm thicker than those of eyes 
with no defocus imposed (normal eyes); the equivalent 
value for intact eyes was only slightly greater (0.4 mm). 
This difference is small and rather than indicating 
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an impaired choroidal response, may be a conse- 
quence of these ONS eyes being short and for 
that reason alone somewhat hyperopic; therefore 
they could attain functional emmetropia with less 
choroidal expansion. In fact, by the second week, 
the choroidal expansion i  the ONS eyes wearing + 15 D 
lenses had decreased from 0.78 mm almost to normal 
(retina+choroid, 0.56+0.21 mm vs 0.46+0.10mm 
for their fellow eyes), although the eyes remained very 
hyperopic (+16.2D). Because ONS eyes without 
lenses elongate less and are hyperopic (Troilo et al., 
1987; Wildsoet & Pettigrew, 1989), it seems plausible 
that the choroid, by progressively thinning, kept the 
ONS eyes wearing +15D lenses functionally 
emmetropic; had the choroids remained expanded, we 
calculate that the eyes would have been +5 D more 
hyperopic (+ 21 D), a degreee of overcompensation that 
we never observed. 
For eyes with intact optic nerves, the response to 
hyperopic defocus is dominated by the increase in ocular 
length, whereas that to myopic defocus is dominated by 
choroidal expansion. Therefore the asymmetric compen- 
sation for myopic and hyperopic def0cus after ONS could 
be due either to a lack of ocular elongation or to a lack 
of response to hyperopic defocus. If we compare with 
greater sensitivity the responses to myopic and hyperopic 
defocus, it becomes clear that the deficit in the ONS eyes 
is in the response to hyperopic defocus [Fig. 9(A)]. First, 
if we subtract for each chick the choroidal thickness of its 
untreated fellow eye from that of the lens-wearing eye, we 
find a marked difference between the ONS eyes with 
imposed hyperopic and myopic defocus [Fig. 9(A)]. With 
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TABLE 2. Effects of spectacle lenses on ocular parameters of ONS eyes; measurements made after either 
5 or 12 days of lens wear 
Duration of Refractive "Retina + choroid . . . .  Lens-to-sclera" 
Spectacle lens treatment error thickness distance 
treatment (days) (D) (mm) (mm) 
- 15 D 5 +2.1 +3.12 0.47-+0.08 5.43 -+0.26 
12 + 1.5-+ 1.89 0.48-+0.08 5.56-+0.09 
-6  D 5 +2.4-+4.34 0.47-+0.08 5.49-+0.23 
12 + 3.3 -+ 4.16 0.53 -+ 0.07 5.63 -+ 0.23 
Piano 5 +8.9_+4.86 0.63-+0.13 5.33-+0.12 
12 + 1.1 -+7.19 0.53 -+0.18 5.76-+0.28 
Untreated fellow eyes 5 - 0.2 -+ 1.75 0.49 -+ 0.09 5.47 -+ 0.15 
12 -0 .4-+ 1.38 0.47_+0.63 5.68-+0.19 
+6 D 5 +7.0+3.62 0.54-+0.09 5.34-+0.14 
12 +7.6-+3.33 0.72-+0.14 5.68-+0.17 
+ 15 D 5 + 14.4-+4.40 0.78 -+0.16 5.28-+0.26 
12 + 16.2-+ 10.35 0.56-+0.21 5.53-+0.21 
Data shown as means + SD; pooled data for untreated fellow eyes also included. 
myopic defocus imposed by positive lenses, both intact 
and ONS eyes show a significantly greater choroidal 
thickness than their fellow eyes (means: intact, 236 #m, 
tl0= 3.6, P= 0.005; ONS, 183 #m, t10=4.1, P<0.001). On 
the other hand, with hyperopic defocus imposed by 
negative lenses, there was a small, but statistically 
significant, decrease in choroidal thickness in the intact 
eyes (mean, -60/~m, t~2=2.2, P=0.05), but minimal 
change in the ONS eyes (mean, -8/~m, P>0.05). 
Second, with respect o the lens-to-sclera distance, 
ONS again only affected responses to hyperopic defocus 
[Fig. 9(B)]. With myopic defocus imposed by positive 
lenses there is a small, statistically significant decrease in
ocular length for the ONS eyes (mean, -0.11 mm, 
tl0 = 2.8, P= 0.01), very much like that seen in intact eyes 
(mean, -0.10 mm, t~0=2.5, P=0.01), but no increase in 
the ONS eyes with hyperopic defocus imposed by 
negative lenses (mean, 0.04 mm); the latter observation 
contrasts with the large increase in ocular length seen in 
the intact eyes (mean, 0.24 mm, t~2 = 5.0, P< 0.001). Thus 
the ONS eyes appear quite capable of controlling ocular 
elongation, but only in response to myopic defocus. These 
results argue that the deficit with ONS lies in the detection 
of hyperopic defocus, rather than with directing achange 
in choroidal thickness or ocular elongation. 
Unexpectedly, the group fitted with piano lenses also 
exhibited significant hyperopia (median, + 8.2 D at day 
8 compared to +0.9 D in fellow eyes), a finding that we 
verified in a subsequent follow-up experiment. Because 
the fellow eyes of the ONS-plano chicks were normal, we 
cannot attribute this hyperopia to artifacts of lighting, 
etc., but must assume that it is due to the ONS surgery in 
the absence of an imposed refractive rror. Furthermore, 
the degree of hyperopia is comparable to that found 
previously in chicks subjected to ONS alone (Troilo et al., 
1987; Wildsoet & Pettigrew, 1989; Troilo & Wallman, 
1991). 
Another puzzling result of the ONS experiment is that 
the eyes with piano and +6 D lenses showed similar 
responses. Although we find that in ONS eyes there is a 
monotonic response to defocus with respect to refractive 
error, vitreous chamber length, choroidal thickness and 
ocular length across the - 6, + 6 and + 15 D lens groups, 
this relationship only holds if one excludes the results 
from eyes with plano lenses. [The - 15 D lenses may have 
similar effects to the -6  D lenses in these ONS eyes 
because, in the absence of visual input to the 
accommodation system, the degree of blur imposed by 
both lenses may be outside the limits of the compensatory 
response; ven in intact eyes these lenses are close to those 
limits (Irving et al., 1992).] 
One can explain the similarity between eyes with + 6 D 
and plano lenses in either of two ways. One could say that 
the + 8 D offset seen in the eyes with plano lenses results 
from an inhibition of eye growth that is an unavoidable 
side-effect of the surgery. According to this view, it is the 
eyes wearing + 6 D lenses that are out of place, showing 
a nearly normal response to the myopic defocus they 
experience. Alternatively, one can view eyes with + 6 D 
lenses as showing a response appropriate to their visual 
experience and interpret the eyes wearing piano lenses as 
regarding their hyperopic refractive error as emmetropia. 
The resolution of this situation is made more difficult by 
the fact that in those eyes with 2 weeks of lens wear, the 
opposite situation pertains: now it is the eyes wearing 
+ 6 D lenses that have more hyperopic refractive rrors 
and thicker choroids. Overall, we can only say at this time 
that the ONS eyes tend to be hyperopic and, as we argue 
in the Discussion, these hyperopic refractive rrors seem 
to be actively regulated, just as emmetropia s in intact 
eyes. 
A word of caution about he choroidal thickness results 
in the ONS eyes is required. Because, at the time of these 
experiments, we were not able to measure the thickness of 
the retina and choroid separately, we are assuming that 
ONS has negligible ffects on retinal thickness. 
ONS with and without interocular refractive differences. 
As discussed above, the ONS eyes wearing piano lenses 
became hyperopic (median, + 8.2 D) after 1 week of lens 
wear. These chicks differed from all our other ONS 
groups in initially having no interocular difference intheir 
"effective" refractive rror (i.e. while wearing the lenses). 
Thus we investigated whether the effective refractive 
status of the fellow eye could influence the ONS eye by 
raising another group of chicks with a piano lens over the 
ONS eye and a - 6 D lens over the normal eye. We found 
that these eyes were closer to emmetropia (median 
refractive errors: +2.4D vs +8.2D) and had less 
expanded choroids (mean retina+choroid thicknesses: 
0.48+0.12 mm vs 0.63+0.18 mm) than did those ONS 
eyes with untreated fellow eyes; these differences were 
statistically significant in both cases (refractive rror, 
Mann-Whitney, W=54, P=0.01; choroid, It9 =-2 .3 ,  
P = 0.04). We infer from these results that the continuous 
accommodation required by the -6  D lens covering the 
fellow eye affected the ONS eye. This possibility will be 
considered further in the Discussion. 
Recovery from lens-induced efocus in ONS eyes. 
Chicks that wore either + 15 or - 15 D lenses for 5 days 
were followed after lens removal for a further 2 weeks 
(Fig. 10). As was the case for intact eyes, those that had 
myopic defocus imposed by + 15 D lenses initially found 
themselves extremely hyperopic when the lenses were 
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F IGURE 10. Compensatory ocular changes in ONS eyes after lenses 
were removed. As in the intact eyes shown in Fig. 5, the eyes previously 
wearing positive and negative lenses show changes opposite to each 
other and opposite to those shown while wearing the lenses. The eyes 
that had previously worn - 15 D lenses howed changes appropriate for 
myopic eyes despite being initially hyperopic. The eyes that had worn 
piano lenses changed in parallel to the normal fellow eyes, and thus 
remained quite hyperopic. Means + SEM plotted. The arrow indicates 
the day of lens removal. 
Spectacle lens power (diopters) 
F IGURE 9. Comparison of effects of ONS on choroidal thickness 
[measured as retina + choroid (A)] and ocular elongation [measured by 
lens-to-sclera distance (B)]; in each case the untreated fellow eyes were 
subtracted from the lens-wearing eyes. Note that the effect of ONS is 
mostly on eyes with hyperopic defocus imposed by negative lenses: both 
the increase in ocular elongation and the choroidal thinning seen in 
intact eyes do not occur, whereas with myopic defocus imposed by 
positive lenses both the slight decrease in ocular length and the choroidal 
thickening seen in intact eyes still occur. ONS eyes indicated by open 
bars, intact eyes by solid bars. Means 4-SEM plotted. 
removed and quickly reduced this hyperopia by thinning 
the choroid. Conversely, those ONS eyes that had been 
exposed to hyperopic defocus ( - 15 D lenses) now moved 
in the hyperopic direction by developing thicker choroids, 
and reducing their rate of ocular elongation. Specifically, 
over the first 4 days after lens removal, if we subtract for 
each eye the refraction at day 8 from that at day 12, those 
eyes that had compensated for myopic defocus imposed 
by positive lenses moved 1.7 D/day in the myopic 
direction, whereas those that had hyperopic defocus 
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imposed by negative lenses moved 0.8 D/day in the 
hyperopic direction [Fig. 10(A)]; this difference in the 
amount of change in refractive error is significant 
(ha=6.1, P<0.001). 
As with the intact eyes, the ONS eyes changed their 
choroidal thickness during the first 4 days after the lenses 
were removed [Fig. 10(B)]. Those with thickened choroids 
and hyperopic refractions from having worn positive 
lenses thinned their choroids at a mean rate of 
32 ___ 40 #m/day, whereas those with normal choroids and 
near-emmetropic refractions from having worn negative 
lenses thickened their choroids at a rate of 38+30 
/~m/day. Both of these groups were significantly different 
from the fellow eyes which increased at the rate of 
10/~m/day (positive lenses, t6=2.6, P=0.025; negative 
lenses, h2=2.5, P=0.015, both one-tailed). The rate of 
thinning in the positive-lens ONS eyes was 42% of that 
in the intact eyes, a significant difference (t,i=1.9, 
P < 0.05, one tailed), whereas the rate of thickening inthe 
negative-lens ONS eyes was not different from the intact 
eyes, suggesting a greater deficit in responding to 
hyperopic defocus in these recovering eyes. 
The ONS eyes also changed their rate of ocular 
elongation during the first 4 days after the lenses were 
removed. Those previously wearing negative l nses grew 
less than half as quickly (17_17 pm/day) as those 
previously wearing positive lenses (46_ 21/~m/day), a 
significant difference (t, = 2.9, P < 0.01 ), although neither 
group differed significantly from the untreated control 
eyes (all fellow eyes combined) in this respect 
(45__+ 25 #m/day). It is noteworthy that those eyes that 
previously had compensated for myopic defocus (positive 
lenses) now were confronted with hyperopic defocus but 
did not grow at a rate different from control eyes. In 
contrast, he intact eyes in this situation grew at more than 
twice that rate, again pointing to a deficit in the response 
Of ONS eyes to hyperopic defocus. 
Curiously, as in the intact birds, the untreated fellow 
eyes grew at a rate dependent on the lenses worn by the 
ONS experimental eyes. The fellow eyes to the ONS eyes 
previously wearing positive lenses grew 68% faster than 
those with negative lenses (60 #m/day vs 36/~m/day, a 
significant difference, tH = 2, P < 0.05), even though these 
fellow eyes did not differ in refractive rror. The eyes that 
had worn piano lenses howed little change in refraction, 
and their changes in choroidal thickness and lens-to- 
sclera distance paralleled the normal eyes. 
We find it interesting that the ONS eyes, which had 
partly compensated for the hyperopic defocus previously 
imposed by negative lenses, "recovered" by growing in 
the hyperopic direction even though they were still + 2 D 
hyperopic when the lenses were removed. We view this 
result as evidence that the end-point of this recovery 
process was 6-8 D of hyperopia, rather than emmetropia 
as it is in intact eyes. Support for this interpretation comes 
from a consideration fchoroidal expansion, which was 
essentially unaffected in ONS eyes. If one can regard the 
degree of choroidal expansion as a measure of the retina's 
estimate of the eye's refractive error, the slightly 
hyperopic refractions at the end of the period of imposed 
hyperopic defocus (negative l nses) must be regarded by 
the retina as "myopic" and so predictably produce 
choroidal expansion and slowed ocular elongation during 
recovery. Thus, this shift in the refractive ndpoint away 
from emmetropia implies an offset in the set-point of the 
refraction-gauging mechanism, rather than an inherent 
limitation of the eye growth possible with ONS. 
Experiment 4: intravitreal TTX and lens-induced defocus 
In general, the results from the eyes injected with TTX 
(TTX eyes) confirmed our finding from the ONS eyes that 
imposing defocus with lenses can produce compensatory 
changes in refraction and choroid thickness even when the 
afferent connection from eye to brain is not functional 
(Fig. 8; refractive error, mean 8.4 D difference inresponse 
to + 15 and - 15 D lenses; t9 = 3.4, P = 0.007; ANOVA 
F2.18=4.9, P=0.02; choroidal thickness, mean 290#m 
difference; t9 = 2.6, P = 0.03; ANOVA F2.15 = 5.64, 
P= 0.015) and also that hyperopic defocus caused neither 
choroidal thinning nor ocular elongation. There were, 
however, several important differences between ONS and 
TTX eyes. First, there was no refractive rror offset in the 
TTX eyes; the refractive rrors of TTX eyes with plano 
lenses and those of fellow eyes were similar (medians, 
+ 1.15 Dvs - 1.0 D; h3=0.9, P> 0.05). Second, the TTX 
eyes appear to have compensated for hyperopic defocus 
(refractive rror, -15 D lens vs fellow eye: medians, 
-6.6 D vs -0.8 D; Man,Whitney, W=26, P<0.05). 
Third, the TTX eyes did not show a difference in ocular 
elongation depending on whether the defocus imposed 
was hyperopic or myopic [Fig. 8(C)]. Fourth, all the TTX 
eyes had longer vitreous chambers and shallower anterior 
chambers than the fellow eyes. 
The most important difference between TTX and ONS 
eyes--that he TTX eyes appear to compensate for 
hyperopic, as well as myopic, defocus--may be a 
consequence of the fact that the TTX eyes are longer with 
shallower anterior chambers, causing them to be myopic. 
Consider the possibility that the TTX eyes, like the ONS 
eyes, are unable to compensate for hyperopic defocus. 
Therefore, for eyes with hyperopia imposed by - 15 D 
lenses their myopic refractions would be a consequence of 
these TTX-related anatomical changes, without the 
emmetropization mechanism operating, i.e. - 5.7 D. The 
TTX eyes with piano lenses may be emmetropic despite 
these characteristics because of the operation of the 
emmetropization mechanism in response to the transient 
myopic defocus caused by the ocular elongation. 
Similarly, the smaller compensation for imposed 
myopic defocus may reflect an inability of the choroids to 
expand more to compensate for the imposed myopia fter 
compensating forthe intrinsic myopia caused by the TTX 
injections. Note that in the eyes with imposed myopia, the 
choroidal expansion i  the TTX eyes is greater than that 
in ONS eyes (Fig. 8), but the resulting refraction is less 
hyperopic than in the intact or ONS eyes [+2.7 D (not 
significantly different from fellow eyes; t9 = 0.9,  P> 0 .05)  
compared to + 16 D in the ONS eyes]. 
Finally, the lack of difference in ocular elongation 
to + 15 and -15 D lenses may reflect maximal ocular 
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elongation being caused by the TTX injection itself. This 
conjecture is supported by the fact that the ocular length 
of all the TTX eyes (+ 15, - 15 D and piano) do not differ 
statistically and all are longer than the longest intact eyes 
(those with - 15 D lenses). 
The weakness in this explanation of our results, and 
indeed in our TTX results themselves, i  that we cannot 
account for the difference in refraction between the eyes 
wearing -15 D and piano lenses, because neither 
choroidal thickness nor ocular length is different. The 
alternate xplanation, that the TTX eyes do compensate 
for hyperopic defocus, falls foul of the same problem, and 
seems to us less parsimonious than the one offered. 
Furthermore, our comparisons of the TTX chicks with 
those in the other groups is hampered by our use of 
different ultrasound methods for the TTX group, and our 
needing, therefore, to presume that the retinal thickness 
is the same in all three groups. 
DISCUSSION 
Compensation for imposed myopia or hyperopia in intact 
eyes 
We have shown here that myopic or hyperopic defocus 
imposed on a normal chick eye by spectacle l nses results 
in changes in ocular elongation and choroidal thickness 
that compensate for the imposed refractive rror so that 
within days the eye becomes approximately emmetropic 
while wearing the lens. Thus, there are two mechanisms, 
operating in parallel, that respond to defocus and act to 
reduce it: the choroidal mechanism compensates 
primarily for myopic defocus by pushing the retina 
forward toward the image plane, whereas the ocular 
elongation mechanism compensates primarily for hyper- 
opic defocus by pulling the retina back toward the image 
plane. The result of having these two contributing 
mechanisms is that the response to imposed efocus is 
symmetric over a wide range of hyperopic and myopic 
defocus (present results and those of Irving et al., 1992), 
despite ach mechanism being quite asymmetric in its own 
operating range. Because we and others have shown that 
the modulation of ocular elongation is accompanied by 
scleral changes in the synthesis of proteins, DNA and 
proteoglycans (Christensen & Wallman, 1991; Rada, 
Thoft & Hassel, 1991; Rada et al., 1992), we will refer to 
this mechanism as the scleral mechanism. 
Considering that the main effect of the spectacle nses 
is to impose a mismatch between the focal length and 
physical ength of the eye like that which occurs in 
naturally myopic or hyperopic eyes, we are inclined to 
regard the choroidal and scleral compensatory mechan- 
isms studied here as those that normally underlie 
emmetropization. Our confidence in this conclusion is 
bolstered by finding that once the spectacle lenses are 
removed and the eyes find themselves with refractive 
errors opposite in sign to those originally imposed (e.g. 
those with 15 D of myopia imposed now find themselves 
15 D hyperopic as a result of having compensated for the 
myopia), functional emmetropia s once again rapidly 
restored by reversing the changes in ocular growth rate 
and choroidal thickness. 
Studies using spectacle nses to explore mmetropiza- 
tion in other species have yielded more confusing results 
than those in chicks. In the rhesus monkeys, an early 
study found generally myopic refractive rrors in six 
monkeys that wore -10D spectacle lenses (Smith, 
Harwerth & Crawford, 1985). However, other studies 
showed that contact lenses of similar power resulted 
in hyperopic refractive rrors (studies summarized in 
Smith, Hung & Harwerth, 1994; Kiorpes & Wallman, 
1994), although in one study the eyes grew back 
toward emmetropia when the lenses were removed, 
suggesting that emmetropization was functional in 
these animals (Smith et al., 1994). More recently, 
Hung, Smith and Crawford (1994), using lower-powered 
spectacle lenses, showed substantial interocular differ- 
ences in a compensatory direction for both myopic 
and hyperopic defocus in a small number of rhesus 
macaques, although no eyes with positive lenses grew 
explicitly hyperopic in compensation. Furthermore, 
in tree shrews, both refractive error and vitreous 
chamber depth changed in opposite and compensatory 
directions in eyes wearing + 5 D and -5  D spectacle 
lenses (Siegwart & Norton, 1993), although high 
powered positive (e.g. + 10 D or + 15 D) lenses also 
caused vitreous chamber elongation, perhaps related to 
form-deprivation myopia. 
In summary, in tree shrew and perhaps rhesus monkey 
compensation i both directions has been shown to 
spectacle l nses of moderate power, suggesting that active 
control of refractive status is not limited to chicks. 
However, because in primates negative spectacle l nses 
appear to cause myopia, whereas negative contact lenses 
tend to cause hyperopia, it seems prudent o reserve 
judgement on whether compensation ccurs except for 
cases in which both directions of compensation have been 
shown. 
Retinal and central influences on choroidal and scleral 
mechanisms 
Effects of ONS and TTX on compensation jor imposed 
defocus. We used two techniques tointerfere with neural 
communication between the retina nd the brain to clarify 
which aspects of the compensation for defocus are local 
in the eye and which require the brain. Although the 
patterns of results are complicated and differ for the ONS 
and TTX experiments, we think that the most 
parsimonious explanation of our results is that both 
manipulations interfere primarily with compensation for 
hyperopic defocus; we doubt that either TTX or ONS 
exert their effect on only one of the two output 
mechanisms, choroid expansion or scleral growth. Our 
reasons for this conclusion are as follows. (1) When 
compared to their fellow eyes, the increased scleral growth 
with hyperopic defocus een in intact eyes is not seen in 
ONS eyes, although intact and ONS eyes show similar 
decreases in scleral growth with myopic defocus. (2) When 
compared to their fellow eyes, the choroidal thinning with 
hyperopic defocus een in intact eyes is not seen in ONS 
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eyes, although intact and ONS eyes show similar 
choroidal thickening with myopic defocus. (3) When 
ONS eyes that had compensated for myopic defocus 
imposed by positive lenses have the lenses removed and 
experience hyperopic defocus, the rate of ocular 
elongation does not increase above that of control eyes, 
whereas with equivalent intact eyes the rate increases by 
2.6 times. (4) Eyes injected with TTX neither thin their 
choroids nor increase their rate of elongation when 
hyperopic defocus is imposed, although their choroids 
thicken when myopic defocus is imposed. 
Both of the procedures we have used for disconnecting 
the retina from the brain have side-effects hat may be 
relevant to the results obtained; fortunately these 
side-effects differ. Optic nerve section results in the 
gradual degeneration f retinal ganglion cells (Muchnick 
& Hibbard, 1980). This loss of ganglion cells presumably 
leads to synaptic reorganization ofthe amacrine cells that 
previously synapsed onto the ganglion cells, although 
perhaps not within the brief period of our experiments. A 
release of various growth factors into the retinal 
environment is also likely to occur as a consequence of the 
surgery. Tetrodotoxin spares the retinal ganglion cells but 
interferes with axoplasmic transport and blocks voltage- 
gated sodium channels in the amacrine cells as well as in 
the retinal ganglion cells. Perhaps because of these 
different intraretinal actions, ONS and TTX injections 
have different effects on the eyes: ONS by itself results in 
smaller hyperopic eyes, whereas TTX by itself results in 
longer eyes with shallower anterior chambers. The 
significant centrifugal input to the avian retina via the 
optic nerve is presumably blocked by both manipulations. 
Although previous work on both deprivation myopia 
and recovery from it in chicks did not lead us to expect 
the brain to be involved in emmetropization, other 
evidence xists that is compatible with such a role for the 
central visual pathways. Lepard (1975) has shown that in 
human amblyopes the affected eye fails to emmetropize, 
remaining hyperopic while the fellow eye becomes 
progressively less hyperopic. Furthermore, whether 
monkeys are made amblyopic by surgically or pharmaco- 
logically produced strabismus, or by penalization of one 
eye with a strong defocusing contact lens, in each case, 
the amblyopic eye tends to be much more hyperopic 
and shorter than the fellow eye, and the degree of 
anisometropic hyperopia is related to the depth of 
amblyopia (Kiorpes & Wallman, 1995). Given the 
nonretinal nature of amblyopia, the results imply central 
visual interference with eye growth; this could be 
mediated through an effect on the output of the ciliary 
ganglion (e.g. reducing accommodation i  one eye) or 
through an unknown central pathway with a role in the 
control of ocular growth. The same possibilities apply in 
our experiments. 
Retinal detection of myopic defocus. Our finding that 
disconnecting the retina from the brain by ONS or TTX 
has little effect on the compensatory thickness increases 
of the choroid when myopia is present implies that the 
retina by itself can both identify the presence of myopic 
defocus and direct the choroid to compensate by 
thickening. The retinal signals that modulate choroidal 
thickness can be viewed as a "motor" output of the retina, 
participating in a local feedback controller of refractive 
status. A corollary to this conclusion is that the degree of 
choroidal expansion may be read as the retina's measure 
of its refractive rror. If correct, this conclusion leads to 
the inference that the ONS eyes that were slightly 
hyperopic after lens wear expanded their choroids during 
the "recovery" period because they were regarded by their 
retinas as being myopic. This may also apply to the ONS 
eyes when first fitted with plano lenses: their choroids 
expand and their lens-to-sclera distances become less than 
those of untreated fellow eyes, just like those of the 
normal eyes responding to overt myopic defocus imposed 
by positive lenses (Fig. 9). Although we have no 
knowledge of what cues the retina uses to discern the sign 
of defocus, these results suggest hat the cues are not 
absolute but can mislead the emmetropization mechan- 
ism about the plane of focus. 
Choroidal mechanism. Our observation that the 
choroidal expansion does not depend on the central 
nervous ystem is perhaps urprising because the choroid 
is heavily innervated from the ciliary ganglion, as well as 
from the pterygopalatine and superior cervical ganglia 
and the oculomotor, trigeminal and facial nerves (Bill, 
1985) and because choroidal bloodflow is markedly 
increased by stimulation of the Edinger-Westphal 
nucleus (Fitzgerald, Vana & Reiner, 1990). Choroidal 
blood flow is also greatly reduced in eyes covered by 
diffusers (Shih, Fitzgerald, Norton, Gamlin, Hodos & 
Reiner, 1993), whereas choroidal thickness i only slightly 
affected (Wallman et al., 1995). Perhaps, despite the usual 
view of the choroid as a vascular tissue strongly controlled 
by the central nervous system, the expansion of the 
choroid may be driven by the retina and unrelated to 
choroidal vascular function. 
There are published findings that are consistent with 
the retina controlling the choroid. Korte, Burns and 
Bellhorn (1989) reviewed a variety of evidence that argues 
that the choriocapillaris strongly under the control of 
the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). For example, the 
choriocapiilaris develops imultaneously with the RPE, 
and it atrophies together with RPE degeneration i  local 
regions in age-related maculopathy, retinitis pigmentosa 
and RPE degeneration i duced by sodium iodate. We 
have argued elsewhere (Wallman et al., 1995) that 
changes in the choriocapillaris might initiate changes in 
overall choroidal thickness. 
Scleral mechanism. The principal effect of disconnect- 
ing the retina from the brain by ONS appears to be a 
severely diminished ability to increase ocular elongation, 
and therefore presumably scleral growth, in compen- 
sation for hyperopic defocus imposed by negative lenses. 
Although the most obvious inference from these findings 
is that ONS impairs the scleral growth mechanism, we are 
skeptical of this inference and have argued above that the 
impairment is in the detection of hyperopia. 
This interpretation implies that the rate of ocular 
elongation and consequently of scleral growth can be 
controlled by local mechanisms within the eye. This 
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conclusion is the same as that reached from form-depri- 
vation experiments on ONS chicks (Troilo et al., 1987; 
Wildsoet & Pettigrew, 1988). Despite this local control of 
ocular elongation, our two manipulations for disconnect- 
ing the eye and brain had powerful effects on ocular 
elongation in opposite directions, ONS making eyes 
shorter and TTX making eyes longer. 
Although the experiments presented here and those in 
the literature on compensation for lenses and form- 
deprivation myopia argue forcefully that visual factors 
can strongly influence ocular elongation and local scleral 
growth, visual factors are not the only influences on 
scleral growth. In eyes recovering from experimental 
ametropias, changes in ocular growth occur even after 
emmetropia is reached, and these have the effect of 
restoring the normal eye proportions (Troilo & Wallman, 
1991). Furthermore, once an eye is made myopic by 
deprivation, it cannot be held in its elongated shape 
indefinitely by negative spectacle lenses (Schaeffel & 
Howland, 1991). Even more dramatically, Xu (1992) has 
shown that eyes given asymmetric shapes by partial 
form-deprivation return within a few weeks to symmetric 
shapes even if the optic nerve is cut or the retina 
debilitated by tunicamycin. Thus the visual emmetropiza- 
tion mechanism appears to operate in conjunction with, 
or even in opposition to, mechanisms that serve to 
maintain ormal eye shape. 
Effects on fellow eyes 
Although our methodology, like that of others in the 
field, exploits the nearly total decussation of the avian 
optic nerves by comparing one treated eye to its untreated 
fellow, presuming that the two eyes are independent, we 
have presented several lines of evidence that the two eyes 
do not, in fact, respond independently. (1) Intact eyes 
wearing lenses hift the refractive status of the fellow eyes 
in the direction of their own compensation, but by a much 
smaller amount. (2) After the lenses are removed, the 
growth rate of the fellow eyes is higher or lower than 
normal, depending on the sign of the lens removed from 
the experimental eyes. (3) This recovery effect on growth 
rate also occurs in the intact fellow eyes of ONS eyes, 
although these fellow eyes tarted with the same refractive 
status. (4) ONS eyes wearing plano lenses are less 
hyperopic when the fellow eyes wear negative lenses, 
which increase accommodative d mand. 
The visual circumstances of one eye can affect the 
growth of the other in several ways. The accommodation 
of one eye may modulate that of the fellow eye. 
Alternatively, the choroidal innervation may have 
bilateral components, or a growth factor might cross from 
one orbit to the other. The fact that he fellow eyes recover 
at different rates [point (2)] might be a consequence of the 
fact that these eyes had different refractive rrors at the 
time the lenses were removed from the experimental eyes 
[point (1)]; i.e. the fellow eyes might be recovering 
independently of the experimental eyes. However, the fact 
that the intact fellow eyes to the ONS eyes also show a 
similar (but smaller) difference in recovery growth rates, 
despite having no initial difference in refractive rror and 
despite the lack of an afferent connection to the brain 
from the experimental eye, hints that a humoral growth 
influence from one eye to the other might exist. A humoral 
mechanism could also explain the tabled data in a recent 
paper showing a significant effect on fellow eye axial 
length of basic fibroblast growth factor injected 
subconjunctively, but not intravitreally (Rohrer & Stell, 
1994). 
Lens compensation and recovery .from deprivation 
ametropias compared 
We argue that the response of the eye to having myopic 
or hyperopic defocus imposed on it by means of spectacle 
• lenses may resemble the process by which emmetropia is 
normally attained and maintained. Troilo and Wallman 
(1991) addressed a similar issue by studying the recovery 
of eyes from deprivation-induced myopia (by diffusers) 
and hyperopia (by dark rearing) after unrestricted vision 
was restored. They found that both myopic and hyperopic 
eyes with ONS rapidly compensated for these refractive 
errors, as did intact eyes, but overshot emmetropia and 
developed refractive rrors of opposite sign to those 
initially present. This occurred even though both myopic 
and hyperopic groups had excessively long eyes. Such 
overshooting by a negative feedback control system is 
most easily explained by a sluggishness of response, 
causing the system to go through the set-point; it cannot 
be explained by an insensitivity to blur, as this would 
cause the refractive rrors to remain on the same side of 
the set-point as they started, i.e. myopia in the case of the 
chicks with diffusers, and hyperopia in the case of chicks 
raised in darkness. 
Our results resemble those of Troilo and Wallman in 
that the ONS eyes wearing positive and negative l nses in 
our experiment moved in opposite directions once given 
normal vision, as did the myopic and hyperopic eyes in 
their experiment. Furthermore, our ONS eyes which had 
previously worn negative l nses, although they were not 
myopic, stabilized at about + 6 D of hyperopia s did the 
previously myopic eyes in the study of Troilo and 
Wallman. On the other hand, our eyes that had previously 
worn positive lenses also stabilized at +6 D, whereas 
their previously hyperopic eyes became myopic. 
We suspect that our results differ from theirs principally 
because we produced hyperopic eyes by letting the eyes 
compensate for imposed myopia by expanding their 
choroids; thus, when the lenses were removed, the 
recovery included a component of normalization of 
choroidal thickness, as well as continued ocular 
elongation. Incontrast, in the Troilo and Wallman study, 
the hyperopia produced by dark rearing was due to 
corneas flatter than normal in eyes that were longer than 
normal. When the chicks were then given a normal visual 
environment, the eyes elongated still further, moving the 
refractions toward emmetropia. Coupled with this 
elongation, normalization of corneal curvature during 
this period might have produced a myopia that was too 
great and too late in development (6 weeks of age) for 
choroidal expansion to compensate for, resulting in 
persistent myopia. 
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Is spectacle-induced myopia the same as form-deprivation 
myopia? 
Although both form deprivation and negative lenses 
produce ocular elongation and myopia, it is unclear 
whether the same mechanism is involved in both. One can 
envisage form-deprivation myopia either as representing 
the emmetropization mechanism "gone wild", or 
alternatively, as engaging entirely different growth 
control processes from those used in emmetropization. 
Schaeffel et al. (1994b) have proposed that two different 
mechanisms may be involved on the basis that 
form-deprivation myopia, but not compensation for 
spectacle lenses, is inhibited by intravitreal 6-OHDA, 
which is thought o act principally on dopaminergic 
amacrine cells. This work fits in with the substantial body 
of evidence implicating dopamine in form-deprivation 
myopia (Iuvone, Tigges, Fernandes & Tigges, 1989; 
Stone, Lin, Laties & Iuvone, 1989; Iuvone, Tigges, Stone, 
Lambert & Laties, 1991). On the other hand, reserpine 
and atropine block both form-deprivation myopia and 
spectacle-induced myopia (Schaeffel et al., 1994a; 
Wildsoet et al., 1995). 
Our results show one similarity and two differences 
between form-deprivation myopia nd the compensation 
for spectacle nses. On the one hand, we find a similarly 
slight decline in responsiveness with age to a diffuser 
worn over one eye (1 D/week decline in myopia) and 
to a -15 D lens over the other (2 D/week decline 
in myopia), as shown in Fig. 7. In even older chicks, a 
steeper decline than observed here in responsiveness to 
form deprivation has been found (Wallman & Adams, 
1987). 
On the other hand, we find that - 15 D lenses produce 
more myopia than does complete form deprivation by 
diffusers over the same short ime period; ifa lack of sharp 
images were the sole determinant of the myopia, one 
would expect more severe myopia from the diffusers. 
Furthermore, our results uggest that form-deprivation 
myopia and compensation for negative spectacle lenses 
are differentially affected by ONS: ONS nearly eliminates 
the myopic response to negative l nses, whereas previous 
work shows that form-deprivation myopia is not affected 
(Troilo et al., 1987; Wildsoet & Pettigrew, 1988). This lack 
of response to negative l nses eems not to be due to the 
ONS eyes being insensitive to blur, because they can 
distinguish different degrees of myopic blur by producing 
appropriate choroidal expansion to +6 and + 15 D 
lenses. Thus it seems that he functional impairment ofthe 
ONS eyes is either in sensing hyperopic defocus, as we 
have suggested, or in increasing ocular elongation in 
response to it. In either case, a difference between 
form-deprivation myopia and "negative l ns" myopia is 
implied. If the impairment is on the input side, it implies 
that the stimulus situation inducing form-deprivation 
myopia differs from that for lens compensation and 
presumably from that for emmetropization as well. If the 
impairment is on the output side, it implies that the signal 
cascade from retina to sclera that mediates enhanced 
ocular growth during form-deprivation myopia in ONS 
eyes is only minimally available for use by the 
emmetropization mechanism. 
Relation of choroidal and scleral mechanisms 
Although, to a first approximation, one can say that he 
choroidal mechanism compensates for myopic defocus 
and the scleral (ocular elongation) mechanism compen- 
sates for hyperopic defocus, we suspect that under normal 
conditions the choroidal changes are transitory phenom- 
ena that resolve into the ocular length being appropriate 
for the focal length of the eye's optics. Were this not the 
case, one would expect hat emmetropic eyes that had 
once been myopic would have permanently expanded 
choroids. We do not find this to be the case. In tracking 
the recovery from either previous lens wear (present 
paper) or previous form deprivation (Wallman et al., 
1995), we generally find that the choroidal expansion is
temporary, and disappears when ocular elongation has 
slowed sufficiently to make the eye emmetropic without 
choroidal expansion. If, however, the eye is kept myopic 
until ocular growth is nearly complete, the choroidal 
expansion occurring during recovery is maintained, 
perhaps permanently (Bercovitz, Harrison & Leary, 1972; 
Wallman et al., 1995). Two possible scenarios could 
produce these outcomes: the scleral mechanism ight 
compensate more completely for defocus than the 
choroidal mechanism or the choroidal mechanism ight 
drive the scleral one. 
The first possibility is that the choroid might only 
partially compensate for the refractive rror, so that a 
visual error signal remains for the slower scleral 
mechanism to respond to. If both choroidal and scleral 
mechanisms were simple negative feedback control 
systems, this would require that the scleral mechanism 
either compensate more completely for a given degree of 
defocus (i.e. have a higher gain) or be more sensitive to 
small amounts of defocus (i.e. have a smaller dead-zone 
or depth of focus). Thus once the choroidal expansion had 
brought he eye as close to emmetropia as it could, the 
scleral mechanism would continue to reduce the myopia, 
thereby reducing the myopic error signal driving the 
choroidal expansion with the result that the choroid 
would return to its normal thickness. 
The second possibility, quite compatible with the first, 
is that the rapid choroidal mechanism inhibits scleral 
growth, thereby reducing the ocular elongation. Such an 
interaction of the choroidal and scleral mechanisms ight 
furnish an explanation for how the detection of defocus 
by the retina can be transduced into a signal that 
modulates scleral growth: the retina could modulate the 
choroid (perhaps via the retinal pigment epithelium), and 
the choroid, in turn, could modulate the sclera. Related 
to this hypothesis, we have evidence that the expanded 
choroids of eyes recovering from form-deprivation 
myopia inhibit the proteoglycan synthesis of normal 
scleral tissue when they are co-cultured in vitro (Gottlieb, 
Nickla & Wallman, 1993). 
Finally, in this paper we have taken the conventional 
view that the sclera comprises the structural wall of the 
eye, and the choroid is a lining within. Van Alphen (1961, 
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1986), on the other hand, has argued that perhaps the 
choroid is the principal mechanical support for the eye, 
with the sclera being external cladding, rather like brick 
siding on a woodframe house. If this were the case, it 
would mean that our "scleral mechanism", which 
determines the length of the eye, is in fact a second 
choroidal mechanism. 
What error signal might guide emmetropization? 
The most puzzling aspect of emmetropization i  
general and of compensation for lenses in particular is 
how the eye discerns the difference between the image 
plane lying in front of the retina (myopic defocus) and the 
image plane lying behind the retina (hyperopic defocus). 
The results presented here do not identify how this is 
achieved but do restrict he cues likely to be employed. 
The simplest cue would be for the long-term average 
level of accommodation to drive increased ocular 
elongation. Because hyperopic eyes accommodate 
continuously, and severely myopic eyes need not 
accommodate, such an arrangement would lead to 
emmetropia. Two of our results do argue that 
accommodation may play a role in emmetropization. 
First, we find that eyes with ONS are less hyperopic if the 
fellow intact eyes wear -6  D lenses. The simplest 
explanation of this result is that the near continuous 
accommodation demanded by the -6  D lens results in 
consensual accommodation of the fellow ONS eye. 
Although there is evidence that avian accommodation is 
unyoked under normal viewing conditions, in that each 
eye can accommodate independently (Schaeffel, Howland 
& Farkas, 1986), it may be that when one eye is blind, the 
accommodation f the non-seeing eye tends to follow that 
of the seeing eye. (Optokinetic eye movements in chickens 
show a similar pattern of yoking during monocular visual 
stimulation, but are unyoked when each eye is separately 
but simultaneously timulated.) Thus consensual ccom- 
modation may influence the growth of the ONS eye, 
even though this eye is incapable of commanding the 
accommodative response. 
Second, in the case of intact eyes with spectacle nses, 
we compared the effect of covering the fellow eye with a 
diffuser (thereby forcing the use of the lens-treated ye) or 
leaving it untreated (thereby encouraging its use and the 
"neglect" of the lens-treated ye). We presumed that the 
forced use of the lens-treated eyes caused the chicks to 
accommodate o clear the images seen in the case of 
negative lenses, and we have preliminary observations 
that suggest that this is the case. Conversely, we presumed 
that the chicks with untreated fellow eyes did not 
consistently accommodate o clear the images in the 
lens-wearing eye. However, there was little difference in 
the mean refractive rror of these two treatments for any 
lens power. This similarity in refractive rror, whether or 
not the chick accommodates and thus whether the images 
seen are sharp or blurred with the lenses in place, argues 
that accommodative activity is somehow taken into 
account in the compensation process. A simple way by 
which this compensation could take place would be to 
generate a signal related to accommodation that provokes 
the same amount of ocular elongation as would the 
comparable amount of hyperopic blur, so that 5 D of 
hyperopic blur or 5 D of accommodation would have 
equivalent effects. An alternative explanation would be 
that eyes wearing spectacle lenses keep images equally 
"clear" whether or not the fellow eye is covered. 
Schaeffel et al. (1990), reported that when the 
Edinger-Westphal nucleus was lesioned, thereby prevent- 
ing accommodation, eyes became transiently hyperopic, 
perhaps because the eye interprets the absence of the 
accommodative signal as evidence of myopia and 
compensates for it. 
Despite these suggestions ofaccommodative nfluences 
on lens compensation, the fact that eyes can still 
distinguish + 15 D lenses from - 15 D lenses after being 
disconnected from the brain by either ONS or TTX 
argues that accommodation cannot be the only cue used. 
Similarly the continued ability of eyes to compensate for 
spectacle lenses after either lesion of the Edinger- 
Westphal nucleus, which severs the preganglionic 
afferents to the ciliary ganglion (Schaeffel et al., 1990) or 
ciliary nerve section (Wildsoet, Howland, Falconer & 
Dick, 1993) or cycloplegia (Schwahn & Schaeffel, 1994) 
all argue that accommodation is not essential for 
detecting the sign of the defocus. 
An attractive alternative would be for the eye to use the 
sign cue provided by its longitudinal chromatic 
aberration, which directly gives the sign of defocus in that 
long wavelengths would be in sharper focus for myopic 
defocus and short wavelengths would be sharper for 
hyperopic defocus. This cue is clearly employed by the 
accommodation system to discern the sign of the defocus 
(Fincham, 1951; Kruger & Pola, 1986). However, because 
the degree of chromatic aberration isonly a few diopters 
(Mandelman & Sivak, 1983), it would not seem to help 
our ONS or TTX chicks to distinguish the extreme 
defocus produced by + 15 and - 15 D lenses nor does it 
provide an explanation for the shifted set-point in our 
ONS eyes. On the other hand, it might be used under 
normal conditions when accommodation is available to 
keep the degree of defocus within the range of chromatic 
aberration. Nonetheless, rearing in monochromatic light 
does not prevent emmetropization as shown both by 
compensation for low-powered lenses (Rohrer, Schaeffel 
& Zrenner, 1992) and by recovery from form-deprivation 
myopia (Wildsoet et al., 1993). These results imply that 
other cues are also used during emmetropization. 
Finally, although humans focus optical instruments 
reasonably efficiently by trial and error, this method 
would seem unlikely to be used during emmetropization 
because it would require comparison of retinal image 
sharpness over days or weeks rather than over fractions 
of a second. 
We speculate that another cue which the eye could 
use for emmetropization is the correlation between 
image sharpness (indicated by the presence of high 
spatial frequencies on the retina) and a signal 
related to accommodation. Because hyperopic eyes 
see objects clearly only when they are accommodating, 
a high correlation between image sharpness and 
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accommodation would indicate that the eye was 
hyperopic and might result in growth toward myopia. 
Conversely, because myopic eyes would see sufficiently 
nearby objects clearly without accommodation, a low 
correlation would indicate that the eye was myopic and 
might result in growth toward hyperopia. We presume 
that if the eye could not clear the image either because it 
was very hyperopic or because if wore a diffuser, it would 
neither accommodate nor see clearly and that this 
combination would signal hyperopia nd result in growth 
toward myopia. In the case of the eyes with ONS or TTX, 
although no accommodation is possible, clear vision 
would still occur in the eyes with imposed myopia, which 
would be expected to compensate normally, as we have 
found. This conjecture is related to the comment of Laties 
(1990) that without accommodation hyperopes experi- 
ence only blur, whereas myopes ee occasional sharpness. 
For this scheme to work, it would not require that the 
amount of accommodation, per se, be sensed, but only 
that a signal correlated with accommodation beavailable. 
This signal need not be derived from the innervation of 
the ciliary muscle. If, for example, activation of the ciliary 
ganglion led to activation of its innervation to the choroid 
along with its innervation to the ciliary muscle, then 
acetylcholine or other released neurotransmitters might, 
directly or indirectly, affect either choroidal expansion or 
scleral growth or both. 
Clinical implications 
The impressive compensation that chick eyes show for 
imposed efocus invites comparison with humans. I f  one 
takes the simplest view that the eye compensates for the 
average defocus experienced, one would expect hat the 
eyes of children would grow to minimize hyperopic 
defocus at their average viewing distance, explaining the 
high incidence of myopia in children who read a lot.* 
More troubling is the implication that correcting the 
vision of myopic children with negative lenses would 
reimpose a hyperopic defocus and lead to increased 
growth toward myopia creating an iatrogenic positive 
feedback loop. 
Two caveats need to be considered. First, it is not clear 
that the same scleral and choroidal mechanisms explored 
here occur in primates. As mentioned previously, similar 
experiments in primates suggest that we do not yet 
understand the conditions under which spectacle lenses 
induce compensation. From human clinical studies, it is 
not at all clear that undercorrection or overcorrection of
myopia, the intermittent wearing of corrective lenses, or 
the use of bifocal spectacles affects the progression of the 
myopia (Tokoro & Kabe, 1965; Goss, 1984; Grosvenor, 
1990), as one might expect if the sign or magnitude of the 
defocus influenced emmetropization. The second import- 
ant caveat is that our manipulations impose amounts of 
*Emmetropic eyes are functionally hyperopic when viewing nearby 
objects. Accommodation only reduces the magnitude of this 
hyperopia because the accommodation system, being essentially a 
closed-loop feedback system, requires a hyperopic defocus error 
signal to drive its response. 
defocus that are far in excess of what children with 
emerging myopia would be subjected to, and we impose 
this defocus continuously. I f  lenses are removed for 3 hr 
a day, the efficacy of compensation by chicks to imposed 
hyperopic defocus (negative lenses) is greatly reduced, 
although the compensation for myopic defocus is much 
less affected (Schmid, Wildsoet & Pettigrew, 1993). In 
light of the conjecture presented in the previous section, 
we could argue that the compensation for hyperopic 
defocus requires a high correlation between image 
sharpness and ocular accommodation, and that this is 
weakened by brief periods of clear vision during which 
accommodation is not required. Other explanations are 
of course equally plausible. To make intelligent inferences 
to clinical practice from our work showing separate 
compensatory mechanisms for hyperopic and myopic 
defocus requires a better understanding of the visual cues 
employed by each mechanism. 
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